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Foothills Child Advocacy Center
Forensic Interview Protocol

Referrals

Criteria for Referrals to Foothills Child Advocacy Center (Foothills)
Foothills Child Advocacy Center (Foothills) will accept children for forensic interviews that
meet the following criteria:

• Children who are referred by the City of Charlottesville and the Albemarle, Madison, or
Nelson Counties Child Protective Services (CPS) or Police Departments and

• Are alleged victims or witnesses in Charlottesville, Albemarle, Madison, or Nelson CPS
and/or Police open investigations and

• Are under age 18 at the time of the interview and
• Are alleged victims or witnesses of

- sexual abuse/assault/maltreatment
- internet crimes against children
-physical maltreatment that resulted in an injury to the child
-any other crime and

• Are not identified as the alleged offender in the CPS or police report.
• Exceptions to the above criteria include cases that involve non-verbal children, children

living in residential settings where removing them might result in a flight risk or a public
protection issue, children not residing in the areas served by Foothills, children in
imminent danger or with safety concerns if a parent is notified prior to the interview with
the child, parental refusal, child refusal, inclement weather, or other circumstances under
which the best interest of the child would require an alternate location.

Courtesy Interviews
Courtesy interviews will be conducted when referrals are made from surrounding counties
including Buckingham, Fluvanna, Greene, and Orange. The above referral criteria (except
jurisdiction criteria) also apply to courtesy interviews.

Procedure in Making Referrals to Foothills
The CPS worker or police detective will email the report to Foothills by password-protected
email. The assigned Child Protective Services (CPS) worker and assigned detective will make
contact to decide on a time when both team members can be present at the interview. The CPS
social worker and/or the assigned detective will check the Foothills on-line schedule to
determine Foothills availability. The CPS social worker or the assigned detective will contact the
non-offending caretaker to schedule a time for the forensic interview. Either the CPS worker or
police investigator assigned to the case will call or email the Foothills Program Coordinator or
designee to schedule the interview. The Foothills Program Coordinator or designee will gather
pertinent information on the intake form to ensure the case is appropriate for referral. The
Foothills Program Coordinator or designee will update the on-line calendar showing Foothills
availability. The CPS worker or the police detective will notify the other investigators involved
in the case of the time of the forensic interview.
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Forensic Interview Procedure

Foothills Brochure
If time allows, the Family Support Specialist will send out a brochure titled Foothills Child
Advocacy Center: A Guide for Parents and Guardians that includes information about what to
expect when coming to Foothills, what to tell the child about coming to Foothills, date and time
of the appointment and directions to Foothills. Foothills staff also gives CPS and law
enforcement electronic and hard copies of the brochure to give to parents prior to their
appointment.

Pre-Interview Meeting
The assigned police detective, the forensic interviewer, the CPS worker, and the Family Support
Specialist will meet ten minutes prior to the scheduled interview to share information about the
present report, prior reports, family history, and cultural issues. They will discuss a plan for the
interview, including who is the best person to interview the child.

Selection of a Forensic Interviewer
Foothills uses a pool of trained forensic interviewers to conduct interviews with children. Only
forensic interviewers who have fulfilled the training standards (below) will be permitted to
conduct forensic interviews at Foothills. In most circumstances, the most experienced forensic
interviewer present will conduct the interview with the child. Considering that in order to
conduct interviews at Foothills, interviewers must practice interviewing, all interviewers are
given the chance to conduct interviews in order to maintain their skills.

When possible, investigators will collect information prior to the interview appointment in order
to make informed decisions about who should conduct the interview and in order to prepare for
the interview. When possible, prior to the interview appointment, the team will find out from the
caretaker, reporter and/or other sources information, such as: the language the child is most
comfortable speaking; disabilities; speech impediments, mental health diagnoses. and other
information that will help the team make informed decisions about the interview.

Intake Forms
An “intake form,” a “video release form,” and a “forensic interview acknowledge form” will be
given to the non-offending caretaker to fill out when they come to Foothills.

Waiting-Room Supervision
While the non-offending caretaker is meeting with the team or the Family Support Specialist,
children will be supervised in the waiting room by either a Foothills staff member, Foothills
intern, or a support person of the family’s choosing.

Non-Offending Caretaker Pre-Interview Meeting
The police Detective, the forensic interviewer, the CPS worker, and the Family Support
Specialist will meet with the non-offending caretaker in the privacy of the Family Support
Specialist’s office without the child present. During this interview the team members will gather
information about what the caretaker knows about the allegations; how they reacted to the
allegation; their attitude toward the allegation; what the child knows about being interviewed; the
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child’s developmental level; child’s likes and dislikes; the child’s comfort level; and any other
relevant information. This information will be documented. The team members will give the
non-offending caretaker information about the child advocacy center, the Multidisciplinary Team
(MDT), the child interview, and the investigative process.

Foothills Family Support Specialist (Also refer to the Victim Advocacy Protocol)
The Family Support Specialist will meet with the non-offending caretaker during the forensic
interview with the child. The Family Support Specialist will provide crisis intervention,
psychoeducation, and assessment. The Family Support Specialist will use standardized tools to
assess the child’s symptoms and functioning and guide recommendations. The Family Support
Specialist will obtain relevant background information about the child and family, including
exposure to trauma. The Family Support Specialist will assess caregiver functioning and will
educate the non-offending caretaker regarding the dynamics of abuse, trauma symptoms and the
importance of treatment for the child. The Family Support Specialist will exchange contact
information with the caretaker and will get necessary consent forms signed. When there is a
need, the non-offending caretaker will be given a copy of “Foothills Child Advocacy Center: A
Guide for Parents and Guardians.” After the appointment, the Family Support Specialist will
make needed referrals for services, will track mental health services, and can remain in a
supportive role to the non-offending caretaker throughout the investigation and prosecution.

The Child Forensic Interview
The interview will be legally sound, non-duplicative, non- leading, and neutral. The child
forensic interviewer will introduce himself/herself to the child in the waiting room area, in the
presence of the non-offending caretaker. In many cases, the caretaker will give the child
permission to talk to the forensic interviewer. The forensic interviewer will escort the child to the
forensic interview room, which is furnished with chairs and a table. The child forensic
interviewer will use a nationally recognized child forensic interview method in which he/she is
trained. This can be a combination of forensic interview methods. This process will be age and
developmentally appropriate. Depending on the child’s age and developmental ability, the
interview can include the rules of the interview room, rapport building, narrative practice, family
structure, abuse narrative, evidence presentation, and a conclusion where the child will identify a
trusted person. Anatomical pictures or dolls can be used for the purpose of clarifying what
happened. Anatomical drawings and dolls will always be racially appropriate. Near the
conclusion of the interview, the forensic interviewer will leave the forensic interview room and
go to the observation room to ask the observers if there is additional information needed from the
child. If there is additional information needed, the forensic interviewer will ask those questions
to the child at the interviewer’s discretion.

Non-offending caretakers are not allowed in the interview room during an interview. Under some
circumstances a caretaker might need to escort their child to the forensic interview room but will
then leave the interview room. Law enforcement will remove their weapons and place them in a
locking safe prior to conducting child forensic interviews.

Extended Forensic Interviews (EFI)
Because a single-session forensic interview protocol does not meet the needs of every child,
Extended Forensic Interviews are available at Foothills. EFIs are forensic interviews that follow
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the same structure as a single-session forensic interview but are two to six sessions in length,
depending on the child’s developmental ability, anxiety/ trauma, and complex victimization.
Children can be directly referred to an EFI or the EFI may follow a forensic interview attempt.
The Foothills Program Coordinator will consult with the assigned CPS worker and police
investigator about the potential for conducting an EFI. This consultation can take place during
the initial referral for a forensic interview and/or after the forensic interview attempt. In some
cases, the forensic interviewer and the extended forensic interviewer are not the same. If the
team determines that the child is unlikely to disclose during the forensic interview but that there
is evidence or a high-level of concern, a CPS worker or police investigator (who is trained to
conduct forensic interviews) will conduct the initial forensic interview, leaving the Foothills
dedicated interviewer able to conduct the EFI.
Referrals for EFIs can be accepted for children who:

- have experienced poly-victimization;
- did not disclose in a forensic interview, but there is evidence or a high-level of concern;
- have made an incomplete or confusing disclosure in the forensic interview;
- are very young;
- have developmental delays; or
- show extreme trauma or anxiety.

The Foothills Program Coordinator will have final approval of any referrals for EFIs. The
assigned CPS worker and/or police investigator will be present for the first session of the EFI to
meet with the non-offending caretaker and the abuse inquiry session (if it can be predicted) of the
EFI. The written EFI summary will be sent to the CPS worker and police investigator within
three days after the final EFI session.

Observers
Every child forensic interview will be observed by the assigned CPS worker and/or the assigned
police detective. If either the CPS worker or the detective is conducting the interview, the
Foothills Program Coordinator will observe the interview. If the CPS worker, detective, or
Program Coordinator is not available, a substitute CPS worker or detective can observe the
interview. Only CPS social workers, law enforcement detectives, prosecutors, and Foothills staff
are allowed to observe interviews while they are taking place. In some circumstances, a Foothills
student intern or student interns with another MDT agency will observe a forensic interview for
teaching purposes.

Recording
The interview will be digitally recorded for audio and video, pursuant to 22 VAC 40-705-
80(B)(1). A copy of the DVD will be given to the police detective, and a copy of the audio
recording will be recorded onto a CD and given to the CPS worker. A digital copy of the forensic
interview is kept on a password-protected computer for thirty days after which it is automatically
purged. Recording the forensic interview with the child will prevent the team from needing to re-
interview the child. If the case is being considered by the Commonwealth Attorney for
prosecution, the Commonwealth Attorney will watch the audio/video-recorded interview.

Non-offending Caretaker Post-Interview Meeting
The police detective, the forensic interviewer, the CPS worker and Family Support Specialist
will meet with the non-offending caretaker after the child interview. During this meeting certain
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information (that does not compromise the investigation) about the interview will be shared with
the non-offending caretaker and what the next steps are in the investigation. A plan for needed
services and a safety plan will also be discussed during this time. If the non-offending caretaker
refuses to provide necessary protection for the child, the CPS worker will take appropriate action
to protect the child.

Post-Interview
After the family has left Foothills, the assigned police detective, the CPS worker (in caretaker
cases), the forensic interviewer, and the Family Support Specialist will meet to share their
thoughts about the child and caretaker and to conduct case planning.

Written Summary
A written summary of the Foothill appointment(s) will be sent by password-protected email to
the assigned CPS worker and police detective. The Foothills summary will include a summary of
the forensic interview or extended forensic interview, the team meeting with the non-offending
caretaker, and the Family Support Specialist’s meeting with the non-offending caretaker.

Information Sharing among Multidisciplinary Team Members
The Charlottesville and Albemarle MDT adheres to the guidelines set forth in the document
titled Information Sharing and the Multidisciplinary Child Abuse Team, prepared by the
Department of Criminal Justice Services, Children’s Justice Act Program, April 2005. This
document cites Virginia code regarding Multidisciplinary Team information sharing.

All MDT members, within the bounds allowed by law, agree to maintain confidentiality of all
records and information gathered on any case. All personnel further agree not to release any
records or information on any case except as it relates to legitimate program operations of their
agency. All agencies/organizations participating on the MDT will immediately share pertinent
case information with the appropriate agency except as prohibited by law.

All members of the MDT agree to and sign the MDT Confidentiality Agreement which expires
annually. MDT members will agree to renew their Confidentiality Agreement each year. The
signed forms will be kept on file and maintained by the Foothills Program Coordinator. MDT
members will also sign a sign-in sheet at each MDT meeting reminding them of their
commitment to confidentiality during MDT case review meetings.

Information Sharing among Non-Multidisciplinary Team Members
In order to exchange information about the forensic interview with agencies that are not MDT
members, a consent form must be signed by the child’s parent or guardian. Information will only
be shared with organizations and professionals who are involved in the protection and
therapeutic treatment of the victim child and family.

Non-English Speaking Clients
When the child and/or non-offending caretaker does not speak English, the CPS social worker
will arrange for an interpreter to interpret the forensic interview with the child. Charlottesville
CPS (CCPS) use the International Rescue Committee (IRC). CCPS and Albemarle CPS (ACPS)
will use their funding to pay for an interpreter. ACPS contracts with several private interpreters
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and uses Interpreters Unlimited for phone and in-person interpreter services. In non-caretaker
cases, Charlottesville Police Department (CPD) will provide an interpreter from the IRC and will
use their funding to pay for the interpreter. The Albemarle County Police Department (ACPD)
has a Spanish-speaking detective who is assigned to cases when the family speaks Spanish and
who is trained to conduct child forensic interviews. Foothills will access the language-line
(phone interpreters) when caretakers do not speak English. All translations are done in real time
(i.e., during the interview). Under no circumstance will Foothills or anyone on the
Charlottesville/ Albemarle MDT ask a relative or friend of the family to translate the interview
with the child.

In cases where an in-person interpreter is needed, the Foothills Program Coordinator, assigned
investigators, Foothills Family Support Specialist, and the interpreter will meet thirty minutes
prior to the interview. The interpreter will be oriented to the interview room, the interview
procedure, and the allegations during this time.

In cases where the child is deaf, CPS and the police detective will arrange for a sign-language
translator. CCPS, ACPS and the CPD will pay for sign-language interpreters. The Foothills
Program Coordinator, assigned CPS worker, police investigator, Foothills Family Support
Specialist, and the sign-language interpreter will meet thirty minutes prior to the interview. The
sign-language interpreter will be oriented to the interview room, the interview procedure, and the
allegations during this time.

Alleged Offenders
Under no circumstances will an alleged offender of sexual abuse, physical abuse, or domestic
violence in the present case be allowed to attend the Foothills appointment. If an alleged offender
comes to Foothills for the child forensic interview, the assigned police investigator will escort
the alleged offender off of Foothills property. If no police investigator is present, the CPS
investigator or the Foothills Program Coordinator or other staff will ask the alleged offender to
leave the building. If he/she refuses, the Foothills staff member will call for police back-up.

If the child discloses that a family member present in the Foothills waiting area offended against
him or her, the CPS worker, police investigator, and Foothills Program Coordinator will meet
and decide an appropriate course of action. The CPS worker and/or police investigator will
inform the family that the team does not feel the child is safe in the presence of the alleged
perpetrator who is present. The CPS worker and/or the police investigator will make
arrangements to interview the alleged offender at another time and location. The police
investigator will have the alleged offender leave the premises. If the non-offending caretaker is
unwilling to protect the child, the child will remain at Foothills until an appropriate placement
can be located for the child. CPS will develop a safety plan for the child along with the identified
temporary placement. In non-caretaker investigations, when a child discloses that a caretaker
presently in the Foothills waiting area has abused them, a report to CPS will be made by the
Foothills Program Coordinator or Family Support Specialist. The child will remain at Foothills
until a CPS worker can come to Foothills to make a safety plan and/or a plan for temporary
placement.
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Foothills will not conduct child forensic interviews with juveniles about their offending
behaviors. Foothills will only conduct child forensic interviews with juveniles about their
victimization or witnessing victimization. If at any time during the investigation, the juvenile
suspect (who might also be an alleged victim) discloses sexual abuse victimization, a new report
will be made with the juvenile as the victim. Foothills only allows one family in the Foothills
building at a time, therefore a juvenile victim who is also an alleged offender will not have
access to other children at Foothills.

Training for Forensic Interviews
The following standards will determine eligibility to conduct forensic interviews at Foothills:
1) The successful completion of a 40-hour competency-based child abuse forensic interview
training that includes child development. The forensic interview trainings that qualify include:
National Children Advocacy Center Forensic Interviewer Training (NCAC); American
Professional Society on Abused Children Forensic Interviewer Training (APSAC); ChildFirst
(formerly known as Finding Words) Forensic Interviewer Training; Cornerhouse Forensic
Interviewer Training; and NICHD Forensic Interviewer Training; 2) at least three hours every
year of education in the field of child maltreatment and/or forensic interviewing; 3) participation
in at least four peer reviews per year; 4) and interviewers will conduct a minimum of five
forensic interviews at Foothills each year. Interviewers will have one year after their initial
forensic interview training to complete items 2 – 4.

After the initial forensic interviewing training, forensic interviewers will be required to attend
peer review and additional trainings which can be in the form of conferences or webinars that
include workshops on forensic interviewing but may also include workshops on investigating
child abuse cases, medical findings, interviewing suspects, cultural competency, treatment
models, and other topics relevant to child abuse investigation, assessment, and treatment.

Peer Review
The Foothills Program Coordinator facilitates the Midwest Regional Children’s Advocacy
Center (MRCAC) online peer review monthly. Charlottesville and Albemarle forensic
interviewers are invited to attend. After watching the MRCAC interview (or part of the
interview), attendees are asked to give constructive feedback. Once a year, a Foothills forensic
interviewer will show a forensic interview online. Because Foothills does not keep copies of
interviews on site, the Foothills forensic interviewer will receive a copy of an interview for peer
review purposes by requesting a copy from the assigned detective. Because MRCAC peer review
attendees are not Charlottesville/Albemarle MDT members, a consent form signed by the
victim’s parent is required to use an interview for MRCAC peer review purposes.

Hours of Operation/After-Hours Interviews
Foothills will operate during regular business hours. The MDT understands that forensic
interviews with young children done at late night hours are unproductive and not congruent with
the child-first doctrine. Therefore, forensic interviews with young children will be avoided after
their regular bed-time hour. A plan to keep the child safe until the forensic interview can be
conducted during regular hours will be developed and agreed upon by the MDT and the family.
If the child’s safety is at risk by waiting to conduct the forensic interview, CPS and/or Law
Enforcement might choose to conduct an interview after regular hours, on weekends, or on
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holidays. CPS workers and Law Enforcement investigators can access Foothills for interviews by
retrieving a key that is stored at the Albemarle County and Charlottesville Police Departments.
CPS workers and police investigators have access to security codes to the Foothills building.
After-hour interviews can be scheduled by contacting the Program Coordinator or designee. All
MDT members have knowledge of the Program Coordinator’s cell phone number and email
address. Interviews will be noted on the Foothills website’s calendar. A CPS or police report will
be faxed or emailed to the Program Coordinator or designee on all after-hours interviews.

Court Testimony
The Foothills forensic interviewer will testify in court only on Charlottesville, Albemarle,
Madison, and Nelson MDT cases or cases where the child was interviewed at Foothills. The
Foothills forensic interviewer will not testify in cases where the child was not interviewed at
Foothills and is outside the Foothills jurisdictions. The Foothills forensic interviewer will appear
in court when subpoenaed. If the Foothills forensic interviewer is subpoenaed by a jurisdiction
outside Charlottesville, Albemarle, or surrounding counties, Foothills will notify their attorney to
try to have the subpoena quashed.


